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SHOOTINGS MUST STOP,
AND PATTERNS OFFER CLUES
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hen is the shooting going to stop?
And why can’t we make it end?
We know lots of facts about
the more than 60 shootings that
have injured or killed people in Chattanooga since Jan. 1.
Think about that. More than 60 shooting injuries or deaths in little, beautiful, fun,
peaceful-looking Chattanooga where the
river winds quietly through green and blue
mountains.
We’re averaging about a shooting with an
injury every three days here.
A week ago today, police reported that
a woman heading home from a shopping
trip drove herself to the hospital after she
realized she’d been shot in the side after she
was in the vicinity of a gunfight in a store
parking lot.
The 23-year-old told police she noticed
people yelling at each other in the lot and
heard gunshots around 10 p.m. last Sunday
on Brainerd Road. She said it wasn’t until
a few minutes later that she realized she’d
been hit by one of the bullets.
In the first three months of the year,
Times Free Press staffers collected the
names of 38 people who were shot or
involved — sometimes the trigger person
— in shootings. Of those 38, 26 have police
records: 20 had been in juvenile delinquent
hearings and six had been tried for some
crime as adults.
The 18 in Juvenile Court had a total of
66 delinquent charges. Ten were felonies
involving violence — three aggravated
assaults, three aggravated robberies, two
attempted murders, one especially aggravated robbery and one felony reckless endangerment charge.
But those 18 juveniles also had 10 felony
property charges, five possession of weapon
charges (not all guns), seven drug possession charges and 34 misdemeanor charges
— including 14 simple assaults.
Does anyone notice a pattern here?
There’s more.
We also collected school information
on our list of shooters and victims. Of the
20 youngest individuals (all 21 or under),
14 were Hamilton County students, but
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The deck is always stacked when we
debate keeping the nation safe.
Recently, we discovered that the
National Security Agency is keeping an
enormous file of our
phone calls. In the
NSA’s defense, its chief,
Gen. Keith Alexander,
said “dozens” of potential terrorist attacks
had been thwarted by
that kind of effort. The
director of the FBI,
Robert Mueller, suggested it might prevent
Gail
“the next Boston.”
Collins
How do you argue
with that? True, the NSA program had
been up and running for years without
being able to prevent the first Boston.
And Alexander declined to identify the
thwarted attacks, arguing that might aid
potential terrorists.
But most Americans were sold. The
words “terrorist attack” conjured up terrible, vivid pictures. On the other side
was just a humongous computer bank
full of numbers. If you didn’t do anything
wrong, what was the problem?
Today, let’s try putting a face on it in
the form of Brandon Mayfield. A Kansas
native, Mayfield went to college and law
school, served in the Army, married, had
three children and moved to Portland,
Ore., to practice law. His story begins
with an enormous federal database, the
one that collected fingerprints of Americans who served in the military.
In 2004, after terrorists bombed commuter trains in Madrid, Spanish officials
found a suspicious fingerprint on a
plastic bag at the scene. The FBI ran it
through their files and decided, erroneously, that it matched Mayfield’s. Further
investigation revealed that Mayfield had
married an Egyptian immigrant and
converted to Islam — information the
authorities apparently found far more
compelling than the fact that he had
never been to Spain.
Peculiar things then began to happen
in the Mayfield house. His wife, Mona,
returned home to find unlocked doors
mysteriously bolted. Their daughter
Sharia, then 12, noticed that someone had
been fooling around with her computer.
Later, the family would learn that
agents had broken into their home and
Mayfield’s law office repeatedly, taking
DNA swabs from the bathroom, nail
clippings and cigarette butts, along with
images of all the computer hard drives.
The snoopers had warrants from the
court set up by the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act. FISA courts are supposed to keep investigators within the
law while they’re secretly searching for
terrorists. We have been hearing a lot
about this recently, since the Obama
administration keeps pointing out that
the NSA’s phone records project had the
blessing of FISA judges. Last year, the
feds made 1,856 requests to FISA judges
and got 1,856 thumbs-up.
So there we are: Search of huge
database produces a (wrong) name.
Investigators get permission to search an
American family’s house without their
knowledge, from a secret court that does
not seem to be superhard to convince.
One day, FBI agents walked into Mayfield’s office, handcuffed him and took
him away. When Sharia left school, her
brother met her and told her that their
father had been arrested.
For the next two weeks, Mayfield
remained in jail, imagining a possible
death penalty. His daughter recalls the
family’s isolation, coupled with omnipresent radio and television reports about the
alleged Madrid bomber.
Spanish investigators were dubious
from the beginning that the fingerprints
at the bombing site were Mayfield’s; they
had been hoping, perhaps, for a person
who had set foot in Europe within the
last decade. They found and arrested
someone whose finger was a real match.
Mayfield was released. The government eventually paid him $2 million in
damages and issued a formal apology
to him and his family. A federal judge in
Oregon also found that the Patriot Act’s
authorization of secret searches against
U.S. citizens was unconstitutional — a
ruling that was reversed on a technicality
by a higher court.
That was nearly a decade ago.
“But you never quite get over these
things,” Mayfield said.
He and his daughter are working on a
book about what happened. Sharia is also
going to law school.
So there we are. It’s just one story. But
I suspect the national willingness to give
government a blank check on national
security matters comes to a screeching
halt at about the point where the agents
tiptoe into the daughter’s bedroom.

only five graduated from high school. One
died, one went to jail, three were transferred
to state youth institutions, one dropped out,
another withdrew to Job Corps and transferred to out-of-state schools.
Nine were D and F students, four were C
students, one was an A-B student. Four had
records of in-school suspensions and detentions. Five had records of school suspensions,
expulsions or orders to alternative schools.
Only five had no discipline entries.
So the pattern grows more clear: These
youths are behind in school, they eventually
leave school, sometimes by their own decisions but sometimes not.
After losing traction in school, they have
been in and out of crime trouble for years.
Even early on, these youngsters were gang
members waiting to happen.
Often police discount the gang aspect,
saying that while those involved may have
gang tattoos or clothing, the shots were fired

over a girl or woman, or during a drug deal
gone bad, or whatever.
But gang involvement shouldn’t be discounted. Gang culture is gun culture. It’s
violent. Period. Gangs, like other groups, use
guns as a show of status, a rite of passage.
But gangs also are using the guns as a tool
to settle disputes.
And yes, gangs are fed by poverty. In
communities where few have jobs, learning is an uphill battle because the youngsters have less extras to ready them for the
first grade. That can become a generational
treadmill of more poverty and future learning problems — and of course future gang
culture.
Finally, after years of waving off an
emerging Chattanooga gang problem as
“wanna-bes” the city and its residents are
waking up to see the entrenched gang culture here.
In April, after “bloody March,” gang
leaders themselves saw the problem growing out of hand and arranged a truce.
“Bloody March” was the gang leaders’
description for a spate of daily shootings
described as retaliations following violence
after the death of a Howard High student
who was shot in a vacant house a few blocks
from campus. Between March 5 and March
25, police worked 14 shootings in which
someone was killed or injured.
The truce worked for a while. But now
Chattanooga is aiming to — and must —
bolster the effort with relationships, jobs
and other efforts.
At the end of June, former Howard
School Principal Paul Smith will take a pay
cut to become the city’s public safety coordinator — a new position that largely will
be a one-man coordination outfit to replace
the gang task force.
And the police effort is increasing, too.
The city is expending overtime to staff
downtown and North Shore’s Coolidge Park
with 10 extra officers all summer.
A shooting every third day is absurd for
a city like Chattanooga.
It’s time to look at the patterns and
address the root issues.
It’s time to stop the shooting.

Another step into Mideast morass
A generation ago, it took
many years for most Americans
to recognize that Vietnam was a
bottomless pit where no amount
of U.S. blood
and treasure
could prevent
the inevitable
tide of Asian
nationalism.
But news
travels much
faster now, and
opinions form
Carl
more quickly.
Leubsdorf
So even as
President Barack Obama reluctantly sticks an American toe into
the bloody morass that Syria has
become, the American people are
pretty certain it’s a bad idea.
And so apparently is Obama.
That may explain why word that
the U.S. was abandoning its reluctance to become involved in Syria
was delivered not by the president
but by the deputy national security adviser.
Stating that Syria’s government
crossed what Obama had called
a “red line” by deploying chemical weapons against opposition
groups, Ben Rhodes told reporters the president has decided to
increase “military support” to the
Supreme Military Council, the

main opposition group.
But neither Rhodes nor an
unidentified government official
who spoke to some reporters gave
specifics, and confusion remains
about what the administration’s
policy is. Obama hardly clarified
matters in last Monday night’s
interview with Charlie Rose.
“I’ve not specified exactly what
we’re doing and I won’t do so on
this show,” Obama said, stressing the complexity of the considerations and expressing doubts
about possibilities such as a no-fly
zone or providing anti-helicopter
and anti-tank weapons to rebel
forces.
“Unless you’ve been involved
in those conversations, then it’s
kind of hard for you to understand
the complexities of the situation
and how we have to not rush into
one more war in the Middle East,”
he added.
Reaction was as disparate as
U.S. policy. Some analysts suggested it was already too little, too
late to make a difference in a civil
war that recently has seen Syrian
President Bashar al-Assad gain the
upper hand.
Another school of thought was
that the U.S. hopes less to make a
military difference than to spur
additional moves by its allies,

such as a no-fly zone. Still others speculated it was designed to
discourage Russia from expanding
military support to Assad.
And some said it reflected
increasing domestic political pressure, especially former President
Bill Clinton’s statement urging
an expanded American military
effort.
At a closed forum with Sen.
John McCain, Clinton said he
agrees with the Arizona Republican, a strong Syria critic. “Some
people say, ‘OK, see what a big
mess it is? Stay out.’ I think that’s a
big mistake,” he said. “Sometimes
it’s just best to get caught trying, as
long as you don’t over-commit.”
Clinton also said that if you ever
attribute lack of action because
“there was a poll in the morning
paper that said 80 percent of you
were against it ... you’d look like a
total wuss. And you would be.
“I don’t mean that a leader
should go out of his way or her
way to do the unpopular thing,”
he added. “I simply mean, when
people are telling you ‘no’ in these
situations, very often what they’re
doing is flashing a giant yellow
light and saying, ‘For God’s sakes,
be careful.’ ”
But domestic pressure for an
expanded American role in Syria

is almost non-existent, except
from McCain and several close
Senate allies. Polls show strong
public opposition to the very
moves being considered.
A Pew poll last week showed
that 70 percent oppose the U.S.
sending weapons and military supplies to opposition groups in Syria;
20 percent favor it. In response
to another question, 68 percent
of the 1,512 adults polled say the
U.S. is too over-committed to get
involved in another conflict.
A Gallup poll showed a similar result, though the margin was
smaller.
In case Obama lacks sufficient warnings against getting
too involved, National Journal’s
Michael Hirsh quoted Joshua Landis, a Syria expert at the University
of Oklahoma, declaring that, “In a
sense, Obama owns Syria now.”
He doesn’t yet and surely
doesn’t want to.
But bigger steps down the
road he has started are less likely
to produce stability in Syria than
to enmesh the United States in
one more unwinnable mess in
a region likely to see more turmoil in more countries before it
achieves the fading promise of the
Arab Spring.
The Dallas Morning News
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ROIL FAMILY

The Clintons
and money
WASHINGTON — Clinton nostalgia is being replaced by Clinton neuralgia.
Why is it that America’s roil family always
seems better in abstract
than in concrete? The
closer it gets to running the world once
more, the more you
are reminded of all the
things that bugged you
Maureen
the last time around.
Dowd
The Clintons’ neediness, their sense of what they are owed
in material terms for their public service, their assumption that they’re entitled to everyone’s money.
Are we about to put the “For Rent”
sign back on the Lincoln Bedroom?
If Americans are worried about
money in politics, there is no larger concern than the Clintons, who are cosseted
in a world where rich people endlessly
scratch the backs of rich people.
They have a Wile E. Coyote problem;
something is always blowing up. Just
when the Clintons are supposed to be
floating above it all, on a dignified cloud
of do-gooding leading into 2016, pop-poppop, little explosions go off everywhere,
reminding us of the troubling connections and values they drag around.
There’s the continuing grotesque
spectacle of Anthony Weiner and Huma
Abedin. And there’s the sketchy involvement of the Clintons’ most prolific fundraiser, Terry McAuliffe, and Hillary’s
brother Tony Rodham in a venture, GreenTech Automotive; it’s under federal
investigation and causing fireworks in
Virginia, where McAuliffe is running for
governor.
Many Israelis were disgusted to learn
that Bill Clinton was originally scheduled to scarf up $500,000 to speak at
the Israeli president Shimon Peres’ 90th
birthday festivities in June. I guess being
good friends with Peres and brokering
the accord that won Peres the Nobel
Peace Prize were not reasons enough
for Bill to celebrate. The Israeli branch
of the Jewish National Fund had agreed
to donate half a mil to the Clinton foundation. Isn’t the JNF “supposed to plant
trees with donor cash?” Haaretz chided
before the fund pulled back. “I guess
money does grow on trees.”
I never thought I’d have to read the
words Ira Magaziner again. But the man
who helped Hillary torpedo her own
health care plan is back.
In a Times article last week headlined “Unease at Clinton Foundation
Over Finances and Ambitions,” Nicholas
Confessore and Amy Chozick offered a
compelling chronicle about an internal
review of the rechristened Bill, Hillary &
Chelsea Clinton Foundation that illuminated the fungible finances and tensions
between Clinton loyalists and the foundation architects Magaziner and Doug
Band, former bag carrier for Bill Clinton.
You never hear about problems with
Jimmy Carter’s foundation; he just quietly
goes around the world eradicating Guinea worm disease. But Magaziner continues to be a Gyro Gearloose, the inept
inventor of Donald Duck’s Duckburg.
We are supposed to believe that
every dollar given to a Clinton is a dollar that improves the world. But is it?
Clintonworld is a galaxy where personal
enrichment and political advancement
blend seamlessly, and where a cast of
jarringly familiar characters pad their
pockets every which way to Sunday.
“Efforts to insulate the foundation
from potential conflicts have highlighted
just how difficult it can be to disentangle the Clintons’ charity work from Bill
Clinton’s moneymaking ventures and
Hillary Clinton’s political future,” Confessore and Chozick wrote.
As George Packer wrote in The New
Yorker, Bill Clinton earned $17 million
last year giving speeches, including one
to a Lagos company for $700,000. Hillary gets $200,000 a speech.
Until Harry Truman wrote his memoirs, the ex-president struggled on an
Army pension of $112.56 a month. “I
could never lend myself to any transaction, however respectable,” he said, “that
would commercialize on the prestige and
dignity of the office of the presidency.”
So quaint, Packer wrote, observing,
“The top of American life has become a
very cozy and lucrative place, where the
social capital of who you are and who
you know brings unimaginable returns.”
The Clintons want to do big worthy
things, but they also want to squeeze
money from rich people wherever they
live on planet Earth, insatiably gobbling
up cash for politics and charity and
themselves from the same incestuous
swirl.
New York Times News Service
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WAITING
ON THE CAVALRY

hattanooga had three more shootings
over the weekend, bringing us to an
estimated 85 in 2013.
Surprised? You heard that violent
crime is down?
Yes, that’s true to a point. Gun murders
are even with last year, but nonfatal shootings are way up. But here’s why you’ve only

heard that from the Chattanooga Times Free Press. The FBI
and police don’t count nonfatal shootings as “violent” crime,
though it’s hard to imagine how
much more violent crime can get
than being shot — even if you don’t die.
In fact, the FBI, which mandates the
types of statistics police departments must
track, does not even have a category for
nonfatal shootings. That means non-fatal
shootings are not tracked anywhere, unless
they get tucked into a very lesser assault
category. So much for violent crime being
down.
But back to Chattanooga, where shootings are up by 42 percent over those logged

this time last year.
We know there is a plan being advanced
by Mayor Andy Berke to address the growing violence, most of it attributed to youth
gangs.
Part of the plan involves former Howard School Principal Paul Smith in the new
city position of public safety director. He
will coordinate efforts
to provide
opportunities for
at-risk
youth,
p a r t ner with
agencies,
improve
data collection
throughout city government,
monitor the progress of initiatives
and update Berke’s staff. Many of
those tasks mirror the goals that
former Mayor Ron Littlefield’s gang task
force strove to meet for the year it was in
place. Berke disbanded the gang task force,
and Smith has just begun his new job.
A second aim to regain control of the
streets is to hire 40 new police officers.
But thanks to existing police vacancies and
expanded city boundaries as a result of
annexation, the additional sworn personnel will only bring the ratio of officers to
residents to 1-to-352, slightly better than
last year when the ratio was 1-to-371.
A third effort is to find a way to control
event clubs — vacant buildings leased out
for parties, so as to avoid safety inspections and drink licenses. At least three
shootings have occurred at one of these
event club locations, but in the months
since the event club problem came to light,
a council committee has discussed the
matter but reached no decision, instead
tossing the question back to the city attorney. The attorney has said authorities will

“use the laws on the books.” If the laws are
adequate, why aren’t they working?
A fourth effort involves the city paying for a federal prosecutor to take the
repeat bad guys off the street by using
tougher sentences for violent drug and
gang crimes. But the bar on those tougher-sentences prosecutions was raised just
weeks ago by U.S. Attorney General Eric
Holder Jr. Now, police and a city-paid U.S.
attorney will have to work harder to be
sure they have a case that will pass muster
for the tougher sentencing standard.
All these points in current city plans
are good. But they also all are futuristic.
What about now? What are we going to
do to stop these shootings while we’re
waiting for the cavalry?
“My hope is that it’s enough,” Mayor
Berke told Time Free Press staff writer
Beth Burger last week. “We have to be
smarter. We have to be more effective. We
have to be doing the right things. … If it
turns out we need to look at the numbers
[of new police and investigators] again
to fund our priorities, we certainly will.”
He also noted that the department will
undergo a management study.
Meanwhile, as of Monday, Chattanooga
has had 85 shootings with 100 victims (10
have died) in 2013.
One hundred victims — mostly young.
This time last year, these numbers were
60 shootings with 69 victims. That’s a 45
percent increase in victims— mostly teens
and young adults who have been wounded in drive-by shootings, shots fired into
crowds and show-downs.
This is not the Wild West. This is not
television. This is Chattanooga, Tenn.,
where we’re supposed to be embarking on
a sustainable future filled with lots of technology, good jobs and better education.
We ask again: What are we going to do
while we’re waiting on the cavalry?

One reform, indivisible
Recent political reporting
suggests that Republican leaders are in a state of high anxiety,
trapped between
an angry base
that still views
Obamacare as the
moral equivalent
of slavery and the
reality that health
reform is the law
of the land and is
going to happen.
Paul
But those leadKrugman
ers don’t deserve
any sympathy. For one thing, that
irrational base is a Frankenstein
monster of their own creation.
Beyond that, everything I’ve seen
indicates that members of the
Republican elite still don’t get the
basics of health reform — and this
lack of understanding is in the process of turning into a major political liability.
On the unstoppability of
Obamacare: We have this system in which Congress passes
laws, the president signs them,
and then they go into effect.
The Affordable Care Act went
through this process, and there is
no legitimate way for Republicans
to stop it.
Is there an illegitimate way?
Well, the GOP can try blackmail,
either by threatening to shut down
the government or, an even more
extreme tactic, threatening not to

raise the debt limit, which would
force the U.S. government into
default and risk financial chaos.
And Republicans did somewhat
successfully blackmail President
Barack Obama back in 2011.
However, that was then. They
faced a president on the ropes
after a stinging defeat in the midterm election, not a president
triumphantly re-elected. Furthermore, even in 2011 Obama
wouldn’t give ground on the
essentials of health care reform,
the signature achievement of his
presidency. There’s no way he
would undermine the reform at
this late date.
Republican leaders seem to
get this, even if the base doesn’t.
What they don’t seem to get,
however, is the integral nature of
the reform. So let me help out by
explaining, one more time, why
Obamacare looks the way it does.
Start with the goal that almost
everyone at least pretends to
support: giving Americans with
pre-existing medical conditions
access to health insurance. Governments can, if they choose,
require that insurance companies
issue policies without regard to
an individual’s medical history,
“community rating,” and some
states, including New York, have
done just that. But we know what
happens next: many healthy people don’t buy insurance, leaving

a relatively bad risk pool, leading
to high premiums that drive out
even more healthy people.
To avoid this downward spiral,
you need to induce healthy Americans to buy in; hence, the individual
mandate, with a penalty for those
who don’t purchase insurance.
Finally, because buying insurance
could be a hardship for lower-income Americans, you need subsidies to make insurance affordable
for all.
So there you have it: Health
reform is a three-legged stool
resting on community rating,
individual mandates and subsidies. It requires all three legs.
But wait — hasn’t the administration delayed the employer
mandate, which requires that
large firms provide insurance to
their employees? Yes, it has, and
Republicans are trying to make it
sound as if the employer mandate
and the individual mandate are
comparable. Some of them even
seem to think that they can bully
Obama into delaying the individual mandate, too. But the individual mandate is an essential piece
of the reform, which can’t and
won’t be bargained away, while
the employer mandate is a fairly minor add-on that arguably
shouldn’t have been in the law
to begin with.
I guess that after all the years
of vilification it was predictable

that Republican leaders would still
fail to understand the principles
behind health reform and that
this would hamper their ability to
craft an effective political response
as the reform’s implementation
draws near. But their rudest shock
is yet to come. You see, this thing
isn’t going to be the often-predicted “train wreck.” On the contrary,
it’s going to work.
Oh, there will be problems,
especially in states where Republican governors and legislators
are doing all they can to sabotage the implementation. But the
basic thrust of Obamacare is, as
I’ve just explained, coherent and
even fairly simple. Moreover, all
the early indications are that the
law will, in fact, give millions of
Americans who currently lack
access to health insurance the
coverage they need, while giving millions more a big break
in their health care costs. And
because so many people will see
clear benefits, health reform will
prove irreversible.
This achievement will represent
a huge defeat for the conservative
agenda of weakening the safety
net. And Republicans who deluded their supporters into believing
that none of this would happen will
probably pay a large personal price.
But as I said, they have nobody but
themselves to blame.
New York Times News Service
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INSIDE POLITICS

A tough old
liberal retires
WASHINGTON — Can you be a
tough liberal who also knows how to
work with the other side? Can you be
unwavering in trying to lift the wages
of the low-paid, bring health coverage
to the uninsured, equalize educational opportunities and protect the
environment — and still compromise
enough to get all these
things done?
These words
could be about the
late Edward M. Kennedy. But they also
describe Rep. George
Miller, D-Calif., who
announced his retirement last week. If the
E.J.
House has a Ted KenDionne
nedy, he’s it.
Characteristically, Miller did not
signal his impending departure with
some whining, nostalgic proclamation pining for a lost Golden Age of
civility. He loves a lively legislative
scrap and is in a robustly good mood
about the long-term possibilities
of progressive politics. Congress,
he insists, could still get around
to increasing the minimum wage,
extending unemployment benefits,
reforming immigration and expanding pre-kindergarten programs. And
far from running away from the
Affordable Care Act, Miller sees it as
one of the crowning achievements of
his time in Congress.
Miller, 68, was first elected to Congress in 1974 as part of the reformist
Democratic class swept in by a reaction to Richard Nixon’s scandals. He’s
one of only two continuously serving
“Watergate babies” left in the House,
though this 6-foot-3 bear of a man
laughs that this is “not my preferred
title.”
Miller hails from a time when
liberals didn’t apologize for trying to make the country fairer and
notes that he won his first race on
the basis of only two promises: “to
end the Vietnam War and to enact
single-payer health care.” He thus
sees Obamacare as a giant step, “the
biggest gift to economic security for
families since Social Security.”
But if Miller does not whine,
he’s a realist about how much has
changed during his four decades in
Congress. He reveres Kennedy and
worked closely with him, along with
Rep. John Boehner, former Republican Sen. Judd Gregg and President
George W. Bush, to pass the No Child
Left Behind Act. Yet Miller observed
that if Kennedy came back to life, he
“would have a hard time recognizing
this legislative process.”
Like Kennedy, Miller is an
unabashed champion of the labor
movement. “You can chart the decline
of the wage base and middle-class
family incomes with the decline of
unions,” he told me on Wednesday.
Yet he and Kennedy helped craft
an education bill not entirely to the
teachers unions’ liking because they
saw a liberal principle at stake in
the need to raise the performance of
low-income and minority children.
Two liberals and a group of conservatives could agree on this: “Let’s find
out what we’re getting for the dollars
we’re spending.”
For all that, Miller is confident
about the future because he sees conservatives as having to resort to voter
suppression efforts and procedural
shenanigans to block a strong national tide in favor of economic justice.
Support for the minimum wage is
high, he says, because so many Americans are tired of companies counting
on government subsidies to the poor
to make up for low pay.
As for those who challenge the
effectiveness of pre-K programs, Miller provides a ready response: “Why is
it that rich people struggle and fight
and stand in line to get their children
into the best early learning programs
they can?” Why, indeed?
Congress could use more liberals who can brawl and negotiate at
the same time. Perhaps Miller will
now open a school for progressive
legislators. He can name it after Ted
Kennedy.
Washington Post Writers Group
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PEACE IN THE CITY

I

AS MLK SAID: ‘CHANGE
DOES NOT ROLL IN ON THE
WHEELS OF INEVITABILITY’

t is fitting that as the nation approaches this Martin Luther King Day holiday, Chattanooga is working to find
the language of community peace.
In the midst of the city’s 2013 crime
surge linked to drug, gang and turf warfare, city officials in November took
advantage of a years-long local drug-violence investigation to embark on what
Mayor Andy Berke dubbed the Violence
Reduction Initiative.
The investigation resulted in the
arrests of 32 men that former Chattanooga Police Chief Bobby Dodd called
the “worst of the worst” local criminals.
The initiative — in part because of
that “worst of the worst” characterization — early on also seemed to be divisive. All 32 of those arrested are black
men — something the community and
this editorial page called questionable
when a front page graphic showing 32
black mugshots made a very visual statement.
In fairness to the authorities, most of
2013’s 122 shooting incidents that injured
139 victims were the result of black-onblack crime; so yes, the people targeted
by the investigations and the people
arrested would most likely be black.
But arrests aren’t the only tool or
intent of the city’s initiative.
That’s where the Rev. Martin Luther
King’s emphasis on non-violence and
the language of community peace comes
into play.
The 32 arrests are the stick, but the
carrot is helping the next round of young
men (and women) who flirt with gang
or drug violence to find a way out of
that life. The outreach promised? Family help, job opportunities, alcohol and
drug rehabilitation, education options
— alternatives to crime.
“This is difficult stuff,” Berke
acknowledged last week. “Race and
violence and poverty and alcohol and

drug addition and culture. I’m under
no illusions really about what it means
to take those on. … It’s the fear of these
very sensitive subjects that leads people
to do nothing. If you sit around and wait
for poverty to change, there are a lot of
people who are going to get shot in the
meantime.”
The 32 mugshots prompted an outcry
of racism in the community. But this
initiative — if there is real community
follow-through — has the potential to
be anything but racist.
It has the potential to be a game
changer, and to heal the poor race relations of Chattanooga that date back for
decades and began when fewer jobs
made crime a vocation.
“What we’re trying to do is be honest
about the issues that exist in our community and change the equation,” Berke says.
He believes to do that the city and
its residents must break down divides,
especially between law enforcement and
the community, and do a lot of talking
to build support within the community
— black and white — until the clamor is
not racism, but one of a “unified, moral
voice of a community who wants violence to stop.”
To achieve that, the city’s public
safety coordinator, Paul Smith, has held
about 100 meetings in recent months
with groups such as the Urban League,
NAACP, Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Chattanooga Lynx, Project Pull, Clergy
Koinonia and different neighborhood
associations. Still on his calendar are
at least a dozen more meetings with
groups such as 100 Black Men. Each
invitee is asked to bring along two or
three others who might be interested
and have influence in their neighborhood, but who may not be known by
city officials.
Berke, too, is pressing the conversation.

“I talk about it everywhere I go.
Sometimes three times a day … I call
people on the phone who I think are
actively involved in shaping community
opinion and have the pulse of what’s
happening … and I hear what people
have to say and their concerns. And people do have concerns. There’s a long
history of concerns in the community when you talk about police. … and
so it’s gratifying to me to explain what
the purpose and goals are so they can
understand.”
Berke says there are skeptics, but he
has not become discouraged.
“I’m glad there is a community
discussion about how we solve the
problems of violence in our community. That’s healthy. I’m glad there’s a
community discussion about the ways
in which police see the community
and the community sees police. That’s
healthy. I’m glad that we’re talking
about how it is that we help people who
are involved in group violence have a
different outcome in their lives. That’s
healthy.”
Clearly there will be no magic
prevention bullet without consistent
follow-through. Even then, it may be
months, even years before clear change
can be tallied. But Berke and the partners he’s bringing on board are understanding of that.
“What I hate to hear is helplessness,”
the mayor says. “I hate to hear people
say crime goes up, it goes down; as if
we’re all just passive participants. The
police act a certain way, the community feels a certain way; as if we’re all
just along for the ride — when we can
change those things. And that’s what
we’re doing.”
Martin Luther King Jr. would agree.
As he once said: Peace is not merely a
distant goal that we seek, but a means by
which we arrive at that goal.”
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America’s energy boom has begun
WASHINGTON — For
decades, Americans have talked about “energy policy” as if it
were the political equivalent of
a migraine.
But recent developments
involving energy production
and technology have
been so astonishing that
they should
puncture this
long-running
David
pessimism.
Ignatius
The amazing
fact is that on nearly every front,
America’s energy prospects
have improved in ways that
would have been unimaginable
just a decade ago.
In the energy marketplace,
President Obama’s vision of
an “all of the above” strategy is
actually happening. Production
of oil, gas and alternative energy
is rising, even as demand begins
falling for these energy sources
— all thanks to new technology. The market forces driving

these changes are so powerful
that even politicians probably
can’t screw them up.
The changes in the energy
picture were summarized for
me recently by Energy Secretary Ernie Moniz, a former MIT
physics professor.
Let’s start with oil production: According to a new study
released this month by the Energy Information Administration,
the U.S. is on track to pump
nearly 10 million barrels of oil a
day by 2016 — roughly equal to
Saudi Arabia’s output.
This forecast is much stronger than a year ago, thanks to
rapid shale-oil development
“as producers locate and target
the sweet spots of ‘plays’ currently under development and
find additional tight formations
that can be developed with
the latest technologies,” notes
the EIA report. Oil production
from shale reserves is forecast to
increase from 2.3 million barrels
a day in 2012 (or 35 percent of
U.S. production) to 4.8 million
barrels in 2021, (or 51 percent of
the total).

Next, let’s look at natural gas,
where production is expected to
surge 56 percent between 2012
and 2040. Here again, the new
factor is shale formations that
can be unlocked by hydraulic
fracturing, or “fracking,” of the
rocks. This shale gas will soon
account for about half of total
U.S. gas production.
Environmentalists worry
that fracking may contaminate ground water. This issue
is sharply debated, but what’s
indisputable on the environmental front is that the flood of
cheap gas is reducing U.S. use of
coal — which, in turn, is sharply
lowering emissions here of carbon dioxide, which scientists see
as the cause of global climate
change.
This American carbon reduction comes at a time when emissions are rising in Europe, Japan
and other developed economies.
By substituting lower-carbon
fuels for coal, the U.S. has broken the usual link between rising
gross domestic product and rising emissions. In America, emissions per dollar of GDP in 2040

are expected to be 56 percent
below their 2005 level, a drop of
2.3 percent a year.
Meanwhile, technologists
have found ways capture carbon
dioxide through coal gasification and pump it into depleted
oil wells — allowing recovery of
trapped oil. This “enhanced oil
recovery” is now adding about
300,000 barrels per day, but
some analysts speculate it could
rise to as much as 3 million daily
barrels in a few years.
It’s an almost ridiculously
upbeat story. Thanks to rising
domestic production and falling demand, U.S. dependence
on foreign energy imports will
fall to just 4 percent in 2040,
compared to 30 percent in 2005.
And we haven’t even talked
about the strategic implications
of this energy independence and
reduced vulnerability to Middle
East turmoil.
It’s hard to give up our view
of energy as a national headache, but these startling forecasts suggest the energy future
is, dare we say it, rather bright.
Washington Post Writers Group
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ISSUE ANALYSIS

Income
inequality
and the U.S.
WASHINGTON — Forget the
naughty governors. The real news is
that 85 people control as much wealth
as half the world’s population.
With 7 billion people on the planet,
that is amazing.
According to Oxfam,
a global network of 17
anti-poverty and relief
organizations, not only
do the 85 richest people
own as much as the
poorest 3.5 billion people, but just 1 percent of
the world’s population
Ann
McFeatters controls $110 trillion, or
65 times the total wealth
of the poorest 3.5 billion.
Another finding of the Oxfam report,
“Working for the Few,” is that 70 percent of everyone in the world lives in a
country where income inequality has
increased in the last 30 years.
You may already know that the
United States is the worst, with the gap
between rich and poor growing faster
than any other nation. In America the
1 percenters got 95 percent of all economic growth from 2009 to 2012 while
90 percent of Americans got poorer.
According to a study done at the University of California at Berkeley, the top
1 percent of incomes grew by 31.4 percent while the bottom 99 percent grew
by 0.4 percent.
“Income inequality” is somehow an
inadequate, passionless term for the
difference between a homeless family
living in a car, wondering how they will
brush their teeth, and someone with
three mansions, a private jet and $5,000
to spend on one change of clothing.
President Obama’s speechwriters
work desperately trying to make the
topic of income disparity sexy. Obama
has signaled repeatedly that he intends
to make the growing wealth gap in
America a key component of his second
term.
Last month the president quoted
Pope Francis: “How could it be that it’s
not a news item when an elderly homeless person dies of exposure, but it is
news when the stock market loses two
points?”
The Oxfam report claims that its
polling shows that most people believe
the laws of most if not all governments
favor the rich. The only reaction to that
should be, “Well, duh.”
Oddly, many Americans traditionally
have not been worried about the gap
between rich and poor, although Mitt
Romney found out that you have to be
careful how you express your views on
this. Nonetheless, there still is a wide
belief in the United States that if you
work hard and play by the rules, whatever they are now, you, too, can become
rich.
The question is what do we do about
the growing gap between rich and
poor?
The pope thinks capitalism is at
fault, but in the United States that idea
has as much appeal as a mashed potato
sandwich.
Obama is far less radical. Put simply, he wants to change the fact that
the richest people in America (such
as Romney) pay the lowest tax rates.
Obama wants to equalize education
opportunity so that the poor have an
equal chance of being as well educated
as the rich. And he wants to make certain that the poor have the same access
to health care as the rich.
Once we all thought like that, except
for the robber barons. But not now.
Not in this decade. To many, such ideas
sound like socialism. Or big government. Or too European to be sanctioned.
One bit of good news is that the
World Economic Forum meeting in
Davos, Switzerland, this month has
declared that economic inequality is a
serious risk to human progress that will
create social instability and threaten
global security. This means even the
really rich are starting to “get it.”
One would hope that America,
which has done so much to show the
world how to create prosperity, would
lead the way to solving the increasingly
serious problem of the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer.
McClatchy-Tribune
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A CHILD IS GONE

G

LET’S REPLACE
GUNS WITH CARING

oogle “guns Chattanooga area” and you get 540
results on a map scaled with Chattanooga in the
center and surrounded by South Pittsburg, Dunlap,
Cleveland and LaFayette.
Pull the map scale slider down just enough to show
Murfreesboro, Sweetwater, Rome and Guntersville, and
your hits will jump to more than 4,000.
Those “hits” are places where guns are sold. And no,
that doesn’t include places where a person can buy a gun
illegally. These are legal outlets. Up front. Advertised.
This has been quite the week — year, really — for gun
news in the Chattanooga. On Monday night a half hour
before midnight, a 13-year-old was shot and killed at the
doorway of his East 50th Street home when at least a
dozen bullets riddled the house and a residence next door.
Police said East Lake Academy of Fine Arts eighth-grader Deontrey Southers wasn’t the intended target, but he
was the latest victim in an ongoing retaliation spree
between rival gangs. This month, four other people have
been shot in Chattanooga. All told police they didn’t know
who fired at them.
Meanwhile, Tennessee Sen. Mae Beavers, R-Mount
Juliet, wants to make enforcement of federal gun control
measures in Tennessee illegal. The bill states federal
laws regarding gun control would not be followed in
the state. Think: No restrictions. Want a gun? Plop your
money down.
One of Beavers’ ultra-conservative cohorts, State Sen.
Stacey Campfield, R-Knoxville, has introduced another
bill that would ban local options to prohibit guns in parks.
Think Coolidge Park or Chester Frost Park as scenes at
the OK Corral.
Gun violence doesn’t just happen in Chattanooga, and
it doesn’t just happen in poor neighborhoods. Last week,
Hamilton County sheriff’s deputies charged an 18-yearold with reckless endangerment and carrying a weapon
on school property after he fired shots near Hamilton
County High School, formerly Harrison Bay Vocational
School. No one was injured.
The weekend before, Collegedale police were called
to help a woman who was shot in her mobile home near
Apison Pike when a bullet passed through the wall and
hit her leg. Her wound was not life-threatening. In early
January, a 25-year-old man was shot in the abdomen in a
house on Waconda Drive in Harrison.

McClatchy Newspapers

But there is a difference in some parts of Chattanooga.
On the night an innocent eighth-grader died, a neighbor
in fear because the sound of gunshots is all-too-familiar
there told reporters: “I guarantee you tonight there will
be more — two to three more killings or somebody will
get shot in the process.”
That didn’t come to pass. Perhaps that is because of a
fairly new local focus on stemming violence that includes
tougher enforcement in Chattanooga, a focus using federal
gun laws for longer prison sentencing, along with social
and jobs assistance programs for people who turn away
from gangs and violence.
Perhaps that focus — which includes a concerted effort
to replace guns with mentorships, heart and caring dialogues promoted in recent weeks by the city, local groups
and this newspaper — might be making a difference. The
effort hadn’t been in place long enough to save Deontrey
Southers, but at least there were no more shootings in
the early morning hours of Tuesday or Wednesday or
Thursday.
If Sen. Beavers, who touts her National Rifle Association endorsements, had her way, the tougher enforcement
efforts wouldn’t be possible. Tennessee would in effect be
“opted out” of federal gun laws. Maybe she would like to
spend a night or two on East 50th Street, where the sound
of gunfire is all too familiar.
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The GOP discovers inequality
“Poverty is not some rare
disease from which the rest
of us are all immune,” a leading American
politician said
last week.
“It is but the
worst strain of
a widespread
disease otherwise known as
economic insecurity. Most
Doyle
families worry
McManus
about making
ends meet.”
That must have been President Obama or some other
Democrat, right?
Wrong.
It was Rep. Paul D. Ryan,
R-Wis., Mitt Romney’s former
running mate and the Republicans’ chief budget-cutter on
Capitol Hill. Up to now, his
most famous statement about
the social safety net was that it
risked becoming “a hammock
that lulls able-bodied people to
lives of dependency and complacency.”
Ryan is not the only conservative to have turned his attention to less fortunate Americans

in recent weeks. Republicans
have suddenly erupted in a
flurry of proposals to do more
for the working poor and the
embattled middle class.
Sen. Marco Rubio, R-Fla.,
who may be thinking about a
presidential campaign, gave a
speech this month proposing
federally funded wage subsidies
for the working poor. And Sen.
Mike Lee, R-Utah, a tea party
leader, has proposed increasing the child tax credit to give
low-income families a bigger
break.
Why the sudden interest in
poor people? The GOP seems
to have learned something from
Romney’s 2012 presidential
campaign: If Republicans sound
indifferent to the problems of
low-income workers, they will
lose support in the broad middle class, as well. And with the
president keeping economic
inequality at the center of his
agenda, the heat is on.
Exit polls after the 2012 election showed that voters were
deeply unhappy about the economy and evenly divided over
which candidate could fix it.
But a solid majority voted for

President Obama anyway —
largely because he won handily among those who wanted a
candidate “in touch with people
like them.”
In the postelection folklore,
Romney’s candidacy imploded after the emergence of the
famous videotape that showed
him dismissing the least affluent
47 percent of the citizenry as
shiftless freeloaders.
But that was only half the
story, according to GOP pollster and strategist Frank Luntz.
He believes Obama actually
won the 2012 campaign much
earlier — by placing himself on
the side of hardworking families
who felt they couldn’t catch a
break in an economy that was
funneling rewards to the rich.
“Obama began framing the
issue this way: that if you work
hard and play by the rules, you
should have an opportunity to
get ahead,” Luntz told me Tuesday.
The stagnation of middle-class incomes and the growing gap between rich and poor
aren’t by any means partisan
issues. Republican voters worry
about them as much as Demo-

crats do. But the two parties disagree sharply about solutions,
and in 2012, the GOP argument
that lower taxes and less federal debt would be enough to
solve the economy’s problems
didn’t carry the day. “You need
to say more than that,” Luntz
counseled.
That doesn’t mean the GOP
will become a party of big government. The proposals coming
from “reform conservatives,” as
they’re known, still start from
the premise that the federal
government is too big and inefficient to manage anti-poverty programs well. But they’re
arguing that the GOP should
tackle the problem head-on, and
that’s new.
“The uncomfortable truth is
that there are now a number of
other countries with as much
or more opportunity than ours,”
Rubio said on Jan. 8. “More people in Canada go on to surpass
the income of their parents than
in the United States.”
The GOP will continue to
look for ways to address the
issue, if for no other reason than
that Obama won’t let it go.
Los Angeles Times
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THE BIG PICTURE

Gates to GOP:
Cool it, guys
WASHINGTON — As the Ukraine
crisis deepened, Sen. John McCain
responded by criticizing President
Obama’s “feckless” foreign policy,
while Sen. Lindsey Graham called
Obama “a weak and indecisive president [who] invites aggression.”
These sharp comments brought to
mind a different time and crisis — and
a different tone in foreign policy debates.
This prompted me to
call another prominent Republican who
takes quite a different
view. I’ll get to that in
a moment, but first, a
brief historical digresDavid
sion.
Ignatius
The year was 1980.
The Iranian revolution had toppled
the shah’s regime, the Soviet Union
had just invaded Afghanistan and the
United States’ president, Jimmy Carter,
was widely perceived as a weak leader.
Looking for a sharp-edged evaluation
of the situation, I decided to interview
Sen. Henry M. “Scoop” Jackson, a leading hawk.
What Jackson, D-Wash., said was
surprising, even at a distance of nearly 35 years. Rather than demanding
tougher statements or more saber-rattling, he said he worried about “overreaction” to events: “We appear to be
going from one crisis to another,” with
Washington dispensing “red-hot rhetoric at least once a week about the dire
consequences of this or that or something else.”
“We need to be prudent,” said Jackson, who was perhaps the most prominent Cold Warrior of his day. “There
is a need for the U.S. to make careful
decisions, stand by those decisions,
and avoid sending false or conflicting
signals” to U.S. allies or the Russians.
Jackson’s message, in essence, was
“cool it.”
Seeking the kind of perspective that
Jackson offered back in 1980, I spoke
last week with one of America’s longest-serving national security veterans,
former Defense Secretary Bob Gates.
In addition to having run the Pentagon
under Republican and Democratic
administrations, Gates worked at the
CIA for 26 years and was one of its
leading Soviet analysts. He wrote his
doctoral dissertation on Kremlin decision-making.
What does Gates think about the
Ukraine crisis? Distilled to its essence,
his message would be the same as
Jackson’s: Cool it, especially when it
comes to public comments.
“I think considerable care needs to
be taken in terms of what is said, so
that the rhetoric doesn’t threaten what
policy can’t deliver,” Gates explained
in a telephone interview. Russian President Vladimir Putin “holds most of the
high cards” in Crimea and Ukraine as a
whole. U.S. policy should work to reinforce the security of neighboring states
without fomenting a deeper crisis in
which Putin will have the advantage.
Specifically, said Gates, the U.S.
should help NATO allies such as
Poland and the Baltic states enhance
their readiness to resist any future Russian moves. The U.S. could encourage
a rotation of NATO aircraft to beef up
defenses on Russia’s border, for example. That’s the kind of power play that
can check Putin, because it is realistic
and sustainable.
Gates said Obama is correct to
avoid loose talk about military options.
“I’d even be cautious about sending
warships into the Black Sea,” Gates
explained.
Gates, a Republican himself, urged
the GOP senators to “tone down” their
criticism and “try to be supportive of
the president rather than natter at the
president.”
Gates can be an emotional person
when he talks about national security issues, as any reader of his recent
memoir, “Duty,” can see. And he
showed some of that emotion when he
said, near the end of our conversation:
“It seems to me that trying to speak
with one voice — one American voice
— seems to have become a quaint
thing of the past. I regret that enormously.”
Washington Post Writers Group
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SERIAL KILLER STALKS CITY;
APATHY IS ITS OWN WITNESS

T

here’s a serial killer in Chattanooga.
The killer is apathy, and apathy strikes every day. Sometimes every hour, every minute.
Apathy strikes every time witnesses to crime will not own up to seeing
anything, hearing anything, knowing
anything. Apathy strikes every time
a witness refuses to come forward
about another shooting, another drug
deal, another threat.
Over and over and over, apathy
kills progress and values in this city
that seems to have almost everything
else going for it — everything except
infectious, cancerous apathy.
Apathy is why shootings have
increased in Chattanooga in recent
years even though other crime here
has trended downward. Apathy is
why, since the beginning of 2013,
about 160 people — 90 percent men
and 92 percent black — have been
victims of about 140 shootings.
And apathy, along with its cousin
fear, are why nearly 60 percent of
those shootings have gone unsolved.
Since 2011, only two dozen people
have faced prison time out of more
than 300 shootings and murders here.
Police and prosecutors — and even
the victims themselves — say that’s
because witnesses won’t come forward to tell what they saw, heard and
know.
Some say they fear retaliation.
Some just characterize it as the inner
city’s code of silence.
It’s apathy. And the more this
silent killer strikes, the deeper the
burial pit for all of us.
In late February, one shaky teenager bucked apathy and agreed to
be a witness in an execution-style
gang murder that left 18-year-old Eric

ON THE WEB
n See an interactive map of city
shootings by neighborhoods at
timesfreepress.com/shootings
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Fluellen lying in the street, shot multiple times through the head.
The witness said Lee Antonio Clements Jr. confessed the killing to him,
and police said a Facebook photo
proved Clements had been with
Fluellen on the night of the shooting.
Clements was charged, but a Hamilton County grand jury declined to
indict him. Details in the story the
witness told in court differed from
what he originally told police. His
testimony came under attack, and the
homicide charge was dropped.
Even Fluellen’s mother, Shonda
Mason, understands this apathy. For
years she believed in and practiced
the inner city “code of silence” she
said. Now she feels differently. Now
she believes violence in Chattanooga

will never stop until witnesses start
talking.
Apathy as a city and state growth
killer is nondiscriminatory. Nearly three-quarters of Chattanooga’s
shootings happen in locations where
only about 10 percent of the county’s
population live, largely in the east
and south inner-city areas of Chattanooga. But these shooting numbers
help paint the entire city and state
with fear when headlines like this
one in the Daily Mail in the United
Kingdom: “Fearful of violent crime?
Don’t go to Tennessee, which tops
the list of America’s most dangerous
states.”
Yet even more frightening is this
glimpse of the future: This handful
of neighborhoods in the inner city
that average six or more shootings a
year also is home to 14 percent of the
county’s youngest children — those
below school age.
These youngsters are growing
up in this world where gunfire is as
normal as heavy rain. And they are
growing up where a third of adults
did not graduate from high school,
21 percent are unemployed and 42
percent live in poverty.
Of course apathy lives here. And
apathy is a teacher here.
But we must make no mistake: It is
apathy that must come to feel unwelcome. Not the innocent residents,
not the police, and certainly not the
witnesses.
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Should parents protect sons from football?
By John M. Crisp

McClatchy-Tribune News Service

Disclosure: I am not a parent. But it’s easy to understand and sympathize with
the dilemma faced by mothers and fathers of strapping
boys who are avid to play
football on their junior high,
high school, or college teams.
These days the professional football player is at the apex
of the sports hero hierarchy,
and the acclaim and rewards
begin very early. For big,
fast, athletic boys in towns
all across America the allure
of football and the pressure
to play are enormous.
So how do conscientious parents sort through
the predictable conclusion
that too many blows to the
head can result in long-term,
life-destroying deficits and
that the damage often starts
long before players reach the
National Football League?
And how do they balance
their obligation to protect
their children against the value
that sports — even football —
might bring to their lives?

Like me, President Obama
has no sons, but he commented on this dilemma recently
in a much-discussed New
Yorker article, saying, “I
would not let my son play
pro football.”
But this isn’t the choice
that parents face. The tiny
minority of players that
reach the top will make that
decision for themselves. But
they need permission to start
somewhere, and that responsibility falls heavily on their
parents.
Some parents appear to be
listening to the evidence. In
January a Wall Street Journal/
NBC News poll reported that
40 percent of 800 Americans
polled said that they would
encourage their children to
pursue sports other than
football because of concerns
about concussions. This may
explain why Pop Warner, the
nation’s largest youth football program, experienced a
participation drop of nearly
10 percent between 2010 and
2012.
Still, parents have a lot

going against them when they
try to discern and then do the
right thing. Other seemingly
safer sports have their own
problems. In a story titled
“Brain Trauma Extends to
the Soccer Field,” the New
York Times reported last
week on soccer player Patrick
Grange, who after his death
at age 29 was diagnosed with
significant chronic traumatic
encephalopathy, the condition associated with repeated
blows to the head.
So, concussion-deniers
are quick to assert, concussions can occur in all sports,
including field hockey and
cheerleading. There’s no such
thing as a risk-free life.
Yes, probably. But this
line of thinking sounds like
a rationalization in service
of a conclusion that we passionately hope to be true, that
we can continue to enjoy the
exciting game of football
without acknowledging all
the physical damage that it
does to its players.
The football hero of my
university days was Earl

Campbell, a tough running
back who won the Heisman
Trophy at the University of
Texas, starred in the NFL, and
was inducted into the Hall of
Fame in 1991.
Campbell, a first-class
human being, had a dream
football career. Now, unfortunately, he can barely walk.
He suffers chronic pain from
the battering he endured
during high school, college
and nine years in the NFL.
He gets around with a walker
and, sometimes, a wheelchair.
He’s 58.
Of course, Campbell might
say that his physical ills are
balanced sufficiently by the
fame, money and glory of his
spectacular career. And who’s
to say they’re not?
But your son, tossing the
pigskin around in the backyard, can’t imagine ever being
58, much less using a wheelchair. He already thinks he’s
Earl Campbell or, more likely,
Peyton Manning. You’re probably the only one who can
help him see what’s at stake.
McClatchy-Tribune
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OPEN GOVERNMENT

Keep public
records public
By Deborah Fisher

Earlier this month in a House subcommittee a police chief expressed
alarm that anyone could come in
to his department and get access to
police information after a case is
closed.
He was testifying in support of a
bill that would make victims of sexual assault crimes anonymous after
the case is over. The proposal would
exempt their names and any other
potentially identifying information
from the Tennessee’s Open Records
Act.
I applaud that police chief for
his stated adherence to Tennessee’s
laws, which give any Tennessee citizen access to local law enforcement’s
investigations into a crime after the
case is over or prosecution is ended.
But unlike the chief, I’m not
alarmed that citizens should have
such rights. They need it to ensure
law enforcement is accountable.
I’m also not alarmed that citizens
should have timely access to basic
information about potential crime
that has been reported by the public
in their communities. They need it
to feel safe.
Any citizen of Tennessee should
be able to go into his police station,
or any police station or sheriff’s
department in this state, and view
an incident report, also called an
offense report, that contains the
initial documentation by the police
of the who, what, when, where — a
narrative summary of the alleged
crime.
But it was not that long ago that
the Tennessee Coalition for Open
Government did a statewide citizen audit of all police and sheriff’s
departments and found that 35 percent of local police agencies and 45
percent of sheriffs’ offices denied
requests for basic crime reports,
such as for burglary, claiming they
were confidential.
One citizen got detained for even
asking.
A sheriff said at the time “For
someone to walk in off the street and
to say, ‘I want all the burglaries for
the last month,’ I’m not for that. …
There needs to be a valid request.”
Perhaps times have changed. But
that’s not what I hear from citizens
and journalists across the state.
Unbeknownst to most citizens,
there is a heated debate going on
in the background about what law
enforcement in Tennessee should
be required to disclose to the public
when a crime occurs.
The reality is that many police
departments do not believe they
must release offense reports — that
initial taking down of information of
a reported crime — and claim that
this information should be confidential because they are investigating
the said crime.
Under this reasoning, any report
of crime made to police by the public can be withheld from the public
at law enforcement’s choosing. And,
in fact, it sometimes is, effectively
keeping the public from knowing
what crime is being reported in their
community.
In our government, we give citizens a right to information about
government operations for a reason.
It’s an important check on government power. It’s also important to
the functioning of our government
and our trust in it, and is critical to
knowledgeable participation of citizens.
The movement to chip away at
citizens’ rights to information about
what their government is doing
comes with a price. Sometimes it’s a
price we pay without even realizing
it.
Deborah Fisher is executive director
of the Tennessee Coalition for Open
Government, a nonprofit alliance of
citizens, media and good government
group that researches, tracks and provides education on open government
issues across the state. Her blog can
be found at www.tcog.info.
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A CHATTANOOGA
INTERVENTION: A VIOLENCE
VACCINE LONG OVERDUE

hattanooga is staging a community intervention.
The stated intent is to stop
violence. But the key to doing
that is to stop a desperate hopelessness. And the key to that is an
uncommon combination of respect,
self-improvement options and targeted-group law enforcement.
The respect, though, is neither an
act nor a handout. It’s a connection to
training or other help, perhaps a job
offer. Mostly, at least on Thursday, it
was just simple respect. A handshake.
A standing introduction. An honest
conversation. The eureka moment of
a shared connection. A relaxing smile.
It also was the moral voice of the
community and strong and respected
community leaders saying, “What you
are doing is wrong, we want it to stop,
and we want you with us.”
The targeted law enforcement is
not just a search for shooters in rival
groups. It’s a round-up of every member of the shooter’s group or network
on even the slightest infraction. Why?
“Because if you arrest the last guy
on either side who shot someone,
you are left with two groups in the
neighborhood with a standing vendetta. Nothing has changed,” said
David Kennedy, a criminologist from
John Jay College of Criminal Justice
in New York and a consultant to
Chattanooga here to help with the
city’s violence reduction initiative
announced in October.
So on Thursday, 13 young men, all
on some form of probation and known
to operate in networks involved in
violent crimes here, entered a room
with the mayor, police officers, civic
and religious leaders and social workers.
Those in the room stood when
the 13 entered. The mayor welcomed

them, shook their hands. He told them
this meeting, this effort, was why he
ran for mayor: to stop the violence,
to save their lives, to keep them out
of jail and help them find a way to
be a productive part of Chattanooga
society. Chattanooga shootings have
skyrocketed in the past two years, and
most of the violence involves about 50
groups and less than 1,000 individuals. That means less than half of 1 percent of the population is responsible
for more than 60 percent of the city’s
violent crime.
One-by-one, members of the community — district attorneys, federal
prosecutors, police officers, preachers, educators — addressed the group,
shook hands, struck up conversations.
Police officers served pizza. The
mayor gave his unopened soft drink
to one of the young men and got up
to get himself another.
All the while, the constant message
was this: You have other options, and
we think you are worthy of us making
this effort to show you these options.
But if you mess up and touch a gun,
or if members of your group mess up
and someone is shot, this effort will
shift to one of putting you — and your
group — in jail.
“These are men who can tell you
to F-off with their pores,” Kennedy
said. “But they were receptive, sitting
on the edge of their chairs. They were
right there. I’ve never seen what I saw
last night. It was magic.”
Kennedy has done meetings like
this all over the country, and usually
at the end officers offer food but most
of the participants bolt for the door.
On Thursday in Chattanooga, everyone stayed. Over pizza they talked
with the mayor, the federal prosecutor and others. Police Capt. Edwin
McPherson said he asked one young

man if he liked the message. “Yes,”
came the answer. “I’m taking it back
to my boys.”
That’s what the officer and the others wanted to hear — that word of the
options offered would spread.
Kennedy said many communities
write violence problems off as the
collateral damage of racism, but it’s
really more a result of what he calls
racialism.
With every good intention, he said,
police focused on inner-city neighborhoods where crime occurs and
cracked down to arrest people for
crimes that are never prosecuted in
the suburbs — like a teen walking
down the street with a joint in his
pocket, or an expired tag. Pretty soon,
every black male in the neighborhood
has been arrested for something and
has been in jail and we have done
permanent damage. We’ve made it
harder for them to get a job, less likely
to marry, their kids are more likely to
be arrested, because they were in jail
they failed in school. And now, we
know they’re less likely to trust police.
That’s when the community becomes
a maze of vendetta-ridden gangs and
networks.
“Go to these communities and look
at the street shrines to the dead,” Kennedy said. “Have you ever seen these
in white communities? No.”
Now it’s time to try to reverse
those unintended consequences. But
it won’t be a one-time thing, promised Chattanooga Police Lt. Todd
Royval.
“You don’t tell a kid how to behave
and never talk to them again,” he said.
The city’s effort — including Kennedy’s consulting fee — will cost up
to $250,000.
If it stops the shooting, it’s priceless.

COMMENTARY

Will Putin bring us together?
WASHINGTON — Vladimir Putin’s grab of Crimea
has exposed the paradoxes in
American attitudes toward foreign policy.
Congress has been unusually united in condemning the
Russian leader’s aggression
and calling for
his isolation.
His belligerent offensive has been
denounced
by such libE.J.
erals as Sens.
Dionne
Chris Murphy,
D-Conn., and
Dick Durbin, D-Ill., and by
many conservatives, including
Sens. John McCain, R-Ariz.,
and Ron Johnson, R-Wis.
On the other hand, a Pew
Research Center poll found
that by a margin of 56 percent
to 29 percent, Americans said
it was more important that
the United States “not get too
involved” in the Ukrainian
situation than to “take a firm
stand against Russian actions.”
Support for minimizing
involvement spanned party

lines: 50 percent of Republicans took this view, as did 55
percent of Democrats and 62
percent of independents. The
survey ran March 6-9, before
Russia annexed Crimea, but
it nonetheless underscored
the nation’s allergy to foreign
entanglement, even as Americans also clearly and deeply
mistrust Putin.
Annexing territory by force
is as unacceptable to advocates
of multilateralism as it is to
those who believe in go-italone assertiveness. The Russian leader’s open mourning
over the collapse of the Soviet
Union horrifies liberals, who
saw the end of the Cold War
as an opportunity for a freer,
less bellicose world, as well as
conservatives, who always said
that Putin’s KGB past was the
truest indicator of his worldview and intentions.
But the nearly universal
antipathy to Putinism cannot
hide our divisions, and they
are especially pronounced in
the Republican Party. Most
of the GOP’s prominent voices preach a hard line against
Putin, but a broad anti-inter-

ventionist constituency within the conservative movement
continues to grow.
Former Rep. Ron Paul spoke
for this tendency in a blunt
USA Today op-ed article this
week. “Why,” Paul asked, “does
the U.S. care which flag will be
hoisted on a small piece of land
thousands of miles away?”
Sen. Rand Paul, R-Ky.,
shares his father’s libertarianism, but his efforts to navigate
among competing Republican
foreign policy factions during
the Ukrainian crisis have led
the younger Paul in several
directions at once.
Sen. Paul sounded like his
dad on Feb. 25 when he told
The Washington Post’s Robert
Costa: “The Ukraine has a long
history of either being part of
the Soviet Union or within that
sphere.”
But in a March 9 Time
magazine essay, Sen. Paul himself took a tougher line. “It is
America’s duty to condemn
these actions in no uncertain
terms,” he said, and to be “the
strongest nation in opposing
Russia’s latest aggression.”
Rand Paul’s delicate dance

is a reminder that when President Obama decided to go
to Congress last fall to win
approval for airstrikes against
Syria for its use of chemical
weapons, he faced resistance
from doves in his own party
but also from anti-interventionist Republicans. Obama
has faced criticism for inconstancy in abandoning military
action in favor of a partnership
with Russia to remove the Syrian regime’s chemical arsenal.
But it’s important to remember that many in the GOP were
skeptical of using force from
the start.
We must confront Putin,
but this will require a foreign
policy consensus that has vanished. A new one will have to
be based on principles that
predate the Iraq engagement
and involve a more measured
use of American power.
Thus the final paradox:
Putin has given Obama the
opportunity to begin rebuilding this consensus — if the
president decides to try, and
if his critics are willing to help
him do it.
c. Washington Post Writers Group

